It has been argued that computational thinking should precede computer programming in the course of a career in computing. This argument is the basis for the slogan "logic first, syntax later" and the development of many cryptic syntax removed programming languages such as Scratch!, Blockly and Visual Logic. The goal is to focus on the structuring of the semantic relationships among the logical building blocks to yield solutions to computational problems. In this paper, we introduce a new programming platform, called the CodeMapper, in which learners are able to build computational logic in independent modules and aggregate them to create complex modules. CodeMapper is an abstract development environment in which rapid visual prototyping of systems is possible by combining already developed independent modules in logical steps.
INTRODUCTION
Programming can be challenging for young programmers and STEM learners due to a host of reasons with abstract thinking, complex syntax, mapping seemingly simple steps into algorithms, etc. being the leading ones. For K-12 and early college STEM learners, a substantial number of online teaching, tutoring and assessment systems are emerging with various degrees of impact. In most part, these systems and tools have done little to reduce high drop-out rates [16] , or to aid learning, and resource strapped institutions continue to struggle to find better ways to train new century workforce conversant in computing [15] .
One of the critical decisions educators have been grappling with is how much exposure to programming is enough to make students * Research was supported in part by National Science Foundation grant DRL 1515550. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s interested and ultimately proficient in professional system building [13] , and what languages to choose for this purpose [11] . While computational thinking [18] is not specific about any language, it is imperative that one or a set of programming platforms, e.g., block based (e.g., Scratch, Snap!, Alice), declarative (e.g., Prolog, Clasp), imperative (e.g., C++, Java, Python), visual (e.g., Visual Logic, Cameleon, Snap!), programming by example (e.g., Foofah, BlinkFill) or natural language (e.g., AppleScript, Metafor, Flip) among many other possible alternatives, need to be chosen. While the answers to these questions are still outstanding, most programs use an imperative language as the main platform even if they start off with a language such as Scratch.
Most of the programming languages essentially capture the basic constructs of imperative programming -assignment and computation, decision, and iteration. The block and frame based languages primarily adopt a logic first, syntax later approach [10] . Block languages aim to emphasize conceptual clarity, ease of coding and simplicity and thereby de-emphasize programming rigor, computational power and other essential features imperative languages such as C++, Java and Python have, a feature that made BASIC popular in the early ages of microcomputers. Thus the adoption of block-based languages as an introductory language is premised upon the fact that once proficient in computational thinking, learners will transition to a text based and more powerful language such as C++, Java or Python accepting some transition cost; the cost of moving from a non-text to a text-based programming world [17] . The primary goal of the CodeMapper system is to reduce this transitional cost using a novel approach by leveraging the crowd.
THE MAIN IDEA BEHIND CODEMAPPER
CodeMapper's visual interface allows learners to stay in their conceptual world similar to a block-based programming environment and yet write computer programs in a text-based imperative language such as Java, C++ or Python. In this world, solutions to problems are still a series of logical steps with well defined meanings, and any arbitrary implementation of these steps in any programming language will eventually amount to an executable program. CodeMapper consists of a database D of concepts C, a concept hierarchy H , a concept to program mapper µ, and a program aggregator α. A concept c ∈ C is an arbitrary code fragment in an imperative language in the concept hierarchy H which is organized into a generalization-specialization hierarchy DAG, e.g., merge sort and insertion sort are sorts. But merge sort itself can be broken down to the steps divide list, merge sort a list, and merge two sorted lists, and thus is an aggregation of the concepts corresponding to these three steps.
Each concept c is either harvested from social computing sites such as StackOverflow, SoureForge or GitHub, or are written by learners themselves, and are independent code segments. They are written in modular forms such as formal procedures or functions and not necessarily written keeping variable name or type compatibility in mind. However, they are all annotated to describe their input-output behaviors and the associated variables. Given a set of concepts, and their precedence ordering relationships, the aggregator function α harmonizes the variables using a schema matcher such as S-Match [5] . The code mapper function µ selects an appropriate concept while mapping a set of programming steps as the merge sort above, and aims to find the most specialized concept possible before assimilating the corresponding code segment in database D to aggregate. The ultimate aggregate, an executable program P, is a schema heterogeneity resolved tree of concepts T , i.e., P = α(µ(T )). The role of the crowd in CodeMapper, however, is the task of placing the concepts in the hierarchy H as a community, and annotating and curating the annotations and thus the aggregate concepts. In that sense, CodeMapper can potentially be supported by the developer community through crowdsourcing similar to IMPACT [12] and Crowd Debugging [2] .
While CodeMapper have some similarities with Scratch and Blockly, it is fundamentally different. In CodeMapper, students write codes or import codes in text-based languages, and thus they must be somewhat familiar with the syntax, the degree of which could be quite wide -from elementary to well-versed. The programming itself is still visual in conceptual steps. Users of CodeMapper are able to pick concepts from the hierarchy H , and sequence them to describe a solution, and then with the click of a button, the entire program is written for them. By executing, and observing the computation, they are able to refine and improve the program at the highest level of perfection possible in the database D, allowed by the learner's sophistication.
We have recently proposed an online conversational intelligent tutoring and assessment system (CIT), called MindReader [6] , to aid autonomous learning which currently supports tutoring and assessment of C++, a visual programming by example language called Patch [7] , an automated and conversational instructional agent called vTutor [9] , and a social peer support system called OpenSchool [8] . The CodeMapper system introduced in this paper is designed to be an integral part of the MindReader system as well to help learners transition from block-based languages to C++.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH
While leveraging crowd [1] for computing is gaining steady traction, it has not been a focal point for CS education yet except for a few notable tangential research [3] . Our own recent effort in OpenSchool, and the current research on CodeMapper aim to leverage social computing platforms for the purpose of teaching and learning. Similarly, efforts in structuring knowledge to aid computer programming education is rare although there have been some effort in using ontologies or structured knowledge to aid CS education [19] . However, the idea of concept hierarchy that we are pursuing has not been directly researched in computing literature. In bio-informatics, functional similarity of biological concepts such as protein functions, miRNA and genes have been ongoing for some time. For the current edition of CodeMapper, we plan to use the crowd for such determination and annotation instead of a more algorithmic approach.
THE CODEMAPPER SYSTEM
CodeMapper uses the idea of building a directed acyclic graph that maps to a functional program. Requiring a user program to be a rooted DAG of icons, a concept DAG, ensures a definitive start and end point, all the while preventing a non terminating loop of tasks to occur. The front-end interface of CodeMapper is shown in figure  1 which is the gateway to all its functional features. Users write programs in CodeMapper by selecting concepts from a concept hierarchy on the dash board, dragging and dropping them on the canvas, and connecting them using arrows to create a precedence graph. They then can select a programming language for CodeMapper to map the concept graph into an executable code. Figure 2 shows the conceptual implementation of a sorting program in CodeMapper by a learner. It is interesting to note how the flow of the node icons directly correlates to the structure of the generated program. CodeMapper being part of the MindReader system, users are now able to pipe this code into the IDE for compilation and execution. Alternately, they can also copy the code directly from CodeMapper and paste into applications such as Visual Studio or Unity3D editor. Code segments corresponding to terminal concepts in concept DAGs are represented in the form of program dependence graphs (PDG) [4] . These PDGs are then clustered based on structural similarity and organized in the concept hierarchy into functionally similar nodes with the assumption that they exhibit similar execution behaviors although structurally dissimilar PDGs can be functionally identical. For example, structurally dissimilar PDGs of insertion sort and quick sort are functionally identical. It therefore becomes necessary that we engage the crowd to annotate each concept node, and manually establish their functional similarity. Furthermore, the granularity of concepts could also be varied. For example, it need not be a complete procedure. We could also have a concept called counter loop, specialization of which could be a for counter loop and a while counter loop with respective for and while statement incarnations.
Manual curation by crowd is also necessary since concepts can be aggregations of simple concepts (the terminal concepts), or complex concepts (concepts defined using other simple or complex concepts). Most complex concepts that represent similar functions cannot be clustered using PDG clustering. As discussed in section 2, merge sort is a complex concept, and so is quick sort. While it is conceivable that most merge sort and quick sort PDGs are group wise and functionally similar, it is unlikely for their PDGs to be similar. The annotations and their position in the concept hierarchy thus becomes important in CodeMapper, allowing the system to use the specificity and referencing (aggregations) relationships among concepts to make smart decisions in synthesizing high quality programs. From this perspective, concepts and their realization in CodeMapper have strong similarity with those of knowledge representation of ontologies, and we envision CodeMapper to be similar to sites such as StackOverflow or Github, in which crowd sourcing fuels it's success.
IMPLEMENTAION OF CODEMAPPER
CodeMapper is built with Microsoft's ASP.NET Core 2.0 platform with Facebook's front-end library React. This choice was motivated by its flexibility and extensibility. This platform allows flexible addition and removal of functionality, and thus supports incremental design while focusing on the end goal. Facebook's React was motivated by the need for dynamic user experience and user interface operations, and for leveraging React's ability to allow building reusable components. Several command line tools such as node package manager, .NET common line tools, and yarn package manager were also used. For back-end system development, we have used either a yarn or npm development server, and the IIS Express along with the .NET command line servers.
CodeMapper was implemented on MacBook Pro running macOS High Sierra version 10.13.1, having a 2.8 Ghz Intel Core i7 processor, 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3, Radeon Pro 555 2 GB Intel HD Graphics 630 1536 MB. Much of the development was done on a virtual machine utilizing Parallels software. CodeMapper is compliant with most widely used browsers such as Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Internet Explorer, Safari, and Fire Fox. We tested the software on different machines of varying configurations and did not experience any performance related glitches to date.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
While the focus of this brief presentation has been on introducing a novel idea of softening the transition cost of novice programmers and K-12 STEM learners from block-based languages to text-based imperative languages to foster their computational thinking, and an elaborate discussion was not possible for the want of space, a more detailed discussion on CodeMapper may be found in [14] . While the CodeMapper system is at the prototype stage, most of its core components have been developed and tested, but its integration with the sister system MindReader remains as a future research. We believe that though CodeMapper is a part of the overall MindReader system, it stands on its own as an intelligent web application that has significant potential to help impart quality computational thinking education.
